
Snap in additional extension Used with receiver in level rod mode Locking pin used when in level rod mode

 Heavy duty anodised mount for lasers
allowing them to be tilted using the
slow motion screw for + or - grades

 The adapter has an adjustable bubble,
collimating sights front and back and 
rotatable head for easy alignment in the x-axis

 Has a base attachment for placing into a 360 degree rotational base (optional)
so the laser can be easily levelled while in manual grade mode

 Can be placed directly on flat tripod, has a female 5/8 x 11 in base

  For use with the Laser Grade Mount only
  This attachment simply screws onto the side of the laser grade mount and any 
brand digital angle finder can be inserted into the sleeve and clamped in place

  The laser can then be set at virtually any degree or % angle

 38mm diameter (3” dia. Glass)
 Comes with point, 40mm reflective target, 5/8 x 11 adapter,
barber pole, and carry bag with belt loop

 All parts anodized for long life
 0 or -30mm offset
 Can be attached to prism poles or 1m anodized pole
 Adjustable 8’ bubble

 We give our customers maximum 
flexibility by offering with the CUB system
a 1m aluminium anodised pole 
with female & male 5/8 x 11 threads

  Also included is a set of 2 x 600mm 
poles with hook and point for hanging 
the CUB system under a tripod

The thin poles (red and white) slide 
through the middle of the CUB prism 
and are clamped into position with a 
locking knob

 Includes storage bag for the poles

 This unit fits between the tripod head and base (tribrach) of a total 
station, theodolite or GPS

 A data collector (any brand) can attach via a mount to the vertical 
knurled part

 The data collector is then easily moveable through 360 degrees
and can also be locked in place with the attached pin

 This allows you hands free efficient work

 Fits on 5/8 x 11 tripods

Range 1200 metres plus

Mounts onto bayonet Leica style prism pole or tribrach
adapter

Armourised rubber housing - top & bottom  for protection
of prism

Base adapter is bayonet style (Leica type)

Can be fitted directly onto a Leica style bayonet

Allows maximum flexibility for mounting
on prism poles, tribrachs etc with a male
B-LAM 5/8 x 11 included

Includes protective carry bag

CUB  Mini  Prism  System

360 Degree Prism

Digital  Display  Attachment Optional  poles  for  the  CUB  system
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Data  Collector  Rotatable  Mount
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